
 f you want to take your warehouse operations beyond 

basic picking, packing and shipping, Manhattan Associates’ 

Warehouse Management solution offers the functionality  

you need. By speeding the flow of goods and information 

through your warehouse, it enables flawless execution of all 

warehouse operations.

You’ll be “optimally organized” so you can streamline processes and respond more 
quickly to market or competitive challenges. Warehouse Management also allows 
you to monitor vendor compliance, efficiently manage multi-channel distribution, 
and respond quickly to shifting customer demand—so you can meet performance 
objectives and customer expectations.

Manhattan’s solution enhances inventory management by increasing accuracy, 
improving order fulfillment and reducing order cycle time. With Warehouse 
Management, receiving and shipping can be streamlined to facilitate cross-docking 
and expedite back-ordered products. And, cycle counting capabilities enable you 
to eliminate annual physical counts. 

Warehouse Management optimizes:

Inventory: Track data on every unit by country of origin, lot number, serial number 
and date code. Improve the accuracy of every order and trim safety stock.

Labor: Increase efficiency by managing warehouse tasks and streamlining processes.

Space: Reduce space requirements with cross-docking and flow-through capabilities.
Improve warehouse layout for faster fulfillment and decreased overhead.

Time: Automate picking, packing and shipping, and minimize the number of moves 
per order.

Costs: Aggregate orders to lower transportation and shipping costs, eliminate 
annual physical counts, and cut labor and storage requirements.

Compliance: Meet leading retailers’ labeling, documentation, packaging and 
routing guidelines with flexible, built-in capabilities backed by our Top 100 Retail 
Compliance Guarantee.

Enabled by Manhattan Associates’ Supply Chain Process Platform, Warehouse 
Management provides the critical warehouse management functions that are 
emblematic of well-run supply chains.
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Optimize your warehouses and improve product flow with 

Warehouse Management
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Distribution Management

Manhattan’s Warehouse 
Management is a 

comprehensive solution that 
helps you analyze and optimize 
every facet of your warehouse 

operations, including inventory, 
labor, space, time and costs. 



Track data on every unit utilizing the latest 
technologies

Boost order accuracy and reduce safety stock

Gain optimal inventory control by improving 
warehouse layout

Eliminate annual physical counts

Manage tasks and streamline processes to 
increase labor efficiency 

Improve workload balancing and planning

Decrease expenses on labor and storage

Minimize the need for warehouse space with 
cross-docking and flow-through capabilities

Enhance warehouse layout for faster 
fulfillment and overhead reduction

Automate picking, packing and shipping, 
and minimize number of moves per order

Analyze every facet of order fulfillment  
to speed processing and improve 
customer service

Aggregate orders to reduce transportation 
and shipping costs

Streamline inefficient processes, redundant 
effort and excess inventory

Simplify exchange of information and 
movement of goods within the warehouse 
and yard in real time

Integrate material handling equipment 
(diverts, inductions, pick/pack,  
complex sortation)

Provide voice-enabled capabilities from 
pick/pack to forklift operations

Support numerous parcel and LTL carriers, 
including native rating, routing, label and 
paper manifest generation, and end-of-day 
electronic invoicing

Facilitate efficient receiving and disposition 
of returns

Learn more about Manhattan Associates and our solutions:
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Warehouse Management

Warehouse Management is part of Manhattan Associates’ Distribution Management suite—managing complexity to 
yield organized optimization.

The Manhattan Difference: Supply Chain People Thinking Differently About Supply Chain

We’ve earned recognition as The Supply Chain People® for a reason: We think differently about supply chain. Manhattan’s ‘think-tank’ 
is unmatched in both staff resources and collaboration with the best minds in business, industry and academia. By applying the latest 
advances in supply chain know-how, our Platform Thinking™ approach is the optimal way to manage supply chain complexity and 
generate proven, real-world results for business. For two decades, this platform-based approach has helped companies worldwide 
achieve measurable efficiencies and return on investment. In fact, more than 1200 companies, representing many of the world’s best-
known brands, leverage Manhattan solutions to advance their supply chain leadership.  

Distribution Management 

Manhattan Associates is committed to developing supply chain solutions that foster environmental stewardship.

• Warehouse
   Management
• Slotting Optimization

• Labor Management

• Billing Managment

• Supplier Enablement

• Hub Management


